Courts’ Number Vibrations – chart made by Johanna G. Sherman
created by Cynthia Tedesco

Fire of Fire
55

Water of Water
55

Air of Air
55

Earth of Earth
55

The above Court Cards are the purest elementally of their suit and therefore have the
highest number vibration or master numbers of the oracle WHEN CENTRAL CC. ALL
OTHER POSITIONS = 10/5/ OR 1

Assigned Numbers: if central CC = 44 Master # otherwise = /8/ or 4

Assigned Numbers: if central CC = 33/ otherwise = 6/ or 3

Assigned Numbers: if a central CC = Master # 22 otherwise = /4/ or 2

NOTES:

Instructions for Eternal Time Spread
Created by Cynthia Tedesco
Graphics by Johanna G. Sherman

1/ Use only upright cards
2/ Shuffle deck
3/ From the top of your deck take out the first
Court card you see
The first major you see
The first pip you see.
4/ From the BOTTOM of the deck take the first SIX CARDS.
5/ Place your Pip as your first central card by your right hand = this card
represents ‘CHRONOS’ time.
6/ Place your Major as next central card by your left hand = this card
represents ‘KAIROS’ time
7/ Place your Court Card above the Pip & Major as your central Court Card
this card represents ‘COSMOS’ or ‘cosmic’ time & for this central CC &
only this central CC do we use the master #’s.
8/ To the right & left of each of these cards place the cards from the bottom
of deck to right & left of your central pip, your central major & above this to
the right & left of your central CC.
On the graphic of the layout these cards are labeled: 1 (to R) & 2 (to L) of
Pip central card. #'s 3 (to R) & #4 (to L) of Major central card & #5 card to
R of CC central card & #6 to L of CC central card.
9/ You may have several CC’S or Majors or pips to the R & L of your
central cards. THAT’S FINE.
10/ The R & L cards of the CENTRAL card of the deck are:
LEFT = Incoming, receptive, lunar CHOICE POINTS
RIGHT = Active, solar CHOICE POINTS. This is true for all central cards.

Number Definitions
There are no set definitions for the meaning of specific digits. Common
examples are:
0. (Everything or absoluteness. All, this is a false attribution, that raises
serious issues) Best not to characterize the 0 instead say it is innumerable,
uncountable, and ineffable. Hence important but usually overlooked.
Possibly crucial. Not seen, invisible, potential
1. (Individual. Aggressor). Yang. Instead: Individual means undividable)
Ultra single entity as largest or smallest; identity: All without assertion,
truth beyond falsification, absolute, all; manifest, present, thesis
2. (Balance. Union. Receptive). Yin. Duplication: mirror image= false;
duplicity, shadow, reflections, presence in absence, true bound by
falsification, antithesis.
3. (Communication/interaction. Neutrality.) Synthesis, truth as relative to
true and false, the composite first, birth, Formation, idea, word before
utterance; inner vision, preproduction.
4. Word as uttered: Creation. Foundation, stability, manifestation, the
receptive world. To hear.
5. Action. Restlessness. The cauldron world, life, generation, locomotion,
to touch, to feel
6. Reaction/flux. Responsibility. Regeneration; eye to see, to desire, sex,
reproduction (3+3)
7. Thought/consciousness, creativity, scent, smell, idea into actuality,
8. Power/sacrifice. Transitory into vision of transience and transcendence.
Taste, eat, consume
9. Highest level of change. Awareness, sum of all actions, production,
fruits, end of series, self-awareness
10. Rebirth. Return, perfection, selfless awareness.

THE MASTER NUMBERS – variety of sources on-line
Main reference: Master Numbers: Cycles of Divine Order by Faith Javane
(Whitford Press) “Never before have the master numbers - 11, 22, 33,
through 99 - been examined in such depth and detail. Faith Javane, one of
the most respected numerologists in the country, reveals the significance of
these power indicators, both in our personal lives and in a historical and
cosmic sense. She looks at the progression of the master numbers as the
journey the soul takes as it seeks to master the different levels of
understanding. Javane also analyzes the two single-digit numbers that, when
added together, equal a master number, for example 2+9=11. These numbers
within numbers "test" how well we have learned the lessons of the master
numbers and whether we are ready to move on to the next level.”
Number 55
Way shower, leader to the light, whole-brain thinking, quantum spirituality,
universal mediator, mental telepathy, clairvoyance, ultimate freedom,
ultimate oneness, integral consciousness.
44. OPPORTUNITY. Way of the alchemist. You can create magic all
around yourself and others. Opportunities come your way from out of the
blue. You have a desire for knowledge and this can lead you into the search
for answers to the great mysteries of life. You follow your own path, and are
very much the individualist. You have a high standard of mental control and
when used for the benefit of mankind, you can create changes in your
environment, and perhaps the world. Life at times places more demands on
you, as people can expect a lot from you. This may give you the feeling that
you are constantly performing for others, and this can lead you to feeling
that you are “not good enough”, which is far from the truth.

33. HEALING. The path of healing & one of finding protection for others.
You can be a true humanitarian, and enjoy life most when you are helping
others. Your giving nature at times, may lead you down a path of caring too
much. You feel others pain as Leep as your own and have a strong empathy
for others. You enjoy quiet times to yourself away from other people. Nature
calls you strongly at times where you may feel the need to put your hands in
the dirt to create the grounding that you require. When you are at full
strength others feel comfortable around you, and look to you for healing.

KEYWORDS
Productivity, caring, healing, strength, energy, light, compassion, truth,
seeking, nature, animals, awareness, promotion, potential, romance, soul.

22. FREEDOM. The path of expression and doing things in a big way. You
can accomplish a lot when you are at work with large organizations and
business groups. You can demonstrate a large degree of self-control, even in
the most difficult situations. Travel or thought of travel may interest you
greatly. Your originality may at times come into play, when there are
problems to be solved, as you see life from “out of the box”. This works well
for all concerned. At times you may not know when to stop and this can be
your downfall. Yet you recover quickly, and are just as eager to start from
scratch, to search for the solution to any problem. When you have the
freedom to do the things you want, there is no telling how far this will take
you.
KEYWORDS
Practical, wise, constructive, water, hardworking, world-beater, courageous,
daring, adventurous, fluctuation, stress, awareness, protection, providing.

